Filled with inspiration
and ecstatic energy!
Comprehensive Tools For
Success…
Attendees had the opportunity to learn
from the BEST about how to bring joy
into the lives of their clients through
topics that THRIVED on rejuvenating
the energy of a business! Experts provided a well-rounded plethora of tools,
tips and trends in a variety of conferences including Marketing, Business,
Retail, Happiness, Mindfulness, Makeup
and Social Media, where they released
the latest trends and styles customized
for different clientele! Attendees took
advantage of each expert’s willingness
to provide nothing but the BEST information to further the growth of their
own success.

The 2017

A Chance to Discover and
Enhance Industry Skills!

International Congress
of Esthetics and Spa

Miami!
The Hyatt Regency Hotel in Downtown
Miami was home to thousands of spa
industry professionals on October 22nd
and 23rd. Spa directors, spa owners,
estheticians, dermatologists and medical spa professionals gathered alongside the Miami River to showcase new
products, combine new techniques and
discuss the industry’s latest innovations.
The International Congress of Esthetics
and Spa was an INSPIRING two days
of bringing together like-minded professionals in an energized, electric atmosphere. Attendees, exhibitors and
speakers linked together to discuss

the art of reinvention, taking both their
newly found studies and years of experience to ignite a new spark of enthusiasm to drive growth and success!

An Energizing Main Stage
Lineup!
Jaclyn Peresetsky, master esthetician
and host of this year’s Miami Congress,
lit up the Main Stage both Sunday
and Monday morning with an uplifting Opening Ceremony centered on
DARING to make a change within yourself and your business. Spreading encouragement with every word, Jaclyn

Product Focused Training sessions concentrated on meshing technology with
beauty and wellness. Spa
industry experts guided attendees, motivating them to
REINVENT their businesses
with innovative technologies and exclusive information that they received in
these intimate training sessions. Experts revealed their insights
on chemical peels, micro-channeling,
cosmetic lasers, anti-pollution skin care
and MORE, while attendees had the
opportunity to work hands-on with the
most groundbreaking waxing methods,
micro-needling techniques, quick-fix
peels and LED technology.

An incredible
lineup of speakers
and exhibitors!

POSITIVITY as they moved
from one exhibitor booth to
the next! Innovative products, fresh techniques and
bustling trends added an extra dose
of inspiration to this year’s Exhibitor
Floor as attendees had the opportunity
to network one-on-one with exhibitors
while the ECSTATIC energy on the floor
reminded attendees why they chose to
work in such a beautiful industry.
The International Congress of
Esthetics and Spa, Miami offered a
two-day exclusive opportunity for attendees to refresh
their minds within a supportive, like-minded community. Exhibitors, speakers and attendees shared
their passions for all things
skin care, spa, and wellness,
while helping one another inspire greatness within themselves.

The congress was
life-changing for
my business!

gave each attendee the SPARK to inspire a new chapter in their career. She
encouraged attendees to participate in
motivational yoga movements, healing vibrational therapies, advanced
breathing techniques, happiness and
gratitude lectures and MORE! A contagious energy flowed through the aisles
of our Main Stage on both Sunday and
Monday as skin care and spa professionals came TOGETHER to not only
soak up new knowledge and perspectives, but also BALANCE and OPEN
their minds to the increasingly popular trends of this captivating industry.

Packed with Products,
Tools and Trends…
Exhibitors covered the floor with their
latest and HOTTEST products, engaging with attendees and guiding them
on their own paths to success. A sense
of community quickly formed as clients and business members exuded

Spa + Wellness Summit
A NEW way of WELLNESS debuted in
Miami this October 21st-23rd at our
Spa + Wellness Summit held at the
Hyatt Regency Hotel in Downtown
Miami! Co-hosted by The International
Congress of Esthetics and Spa, professionals from all over the world gathered
TOGETHER with some of the industry’s
LEADING educators and holistic healers for a weekend filled with workshops
and conferences specifically designed
to guide attendees into reviving a vibrant light within not only themselves,

but also within each of their
clients.
Incense, candles and a
mandala of roses created
a warm energy in the room as attendees of the Summit gathered to embrace the WELLNESS shift. Attendees
throughout the weekend indulged in
a series of emotional mind-opening
meditation techniques, negative energy-shifting techniques, sound healing
therapy practices and an opportunity
to connect to their inner self through
the power of an eye gazing experience, and were enlightened with the
expertise of industry professionals’
tips and tactics for incorporating wellness programs, superfoods and super
herbs into their businesses. Attendees
of the Summit opened their eyes and
embraced the opportunity to connect
with each other while accessing some
of the most cutting edge transformational resources of this beautiful industry. Exhilarating HAPPINESS and
MINDFULNESS conferences concluded
both Sunday and Monday and guided
attendees into discovering a whole new
world of WELLNESS!

We look forw
ard to
seeing you nex
t year
on October 28
th
and 29th for Th
e
2018 Internat
ional
Congress of E
sthetics
and Spa, MIA
MI!

